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A B S T R A C T

Receptor for Advanced Glycation End-products (RAGE) binds to a number of ligand families to display
important roles in hyperglycemia, senescence, inflammation, neurodegeneration and cancer. It is
reported that RAGE regulates the related biological processes via homo-dimerization by the
transmembrane (TM) domain, and evidence further shows that the intracellular domain of RAGE has
an influence on the dimerization activity of RAGE. In this study, we explored the underlying interaction
mechanism of RAGE TM domains by multiscale coarse-grained (CG) dynamic simulations. Two switching
packing modes of the TM dimeric conformations were observed. Through a series of site-directed
mutations, we further emphasized the key roles of the A342xxxG346xxG349xxxT353xxL356xxxV360 motif in
the left-handed configuration and the L345xxxG349xxG352xxxL356 motif in the right-handed configura-
tion. In addition, we revealed that the juxtamembrane (JM) domain within JM-A375 can determine the
RAGE TM dimeric structure. Overall, we provide the molecular insights into the switching dimerization of
RAGE TM domains, as well as the regulation from the JM domains mediated by the anionic lipids.
© 2018 Chinese Chemical Society and Institute of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences.
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RAGE is a 43 kDa type I TM receptor that belongs to the
immunoglobulin superfamily [1], which is expressed in a wide
range of tissues, including brain, liver, and heart, where it
activates pro-inflammatory signaling as a part of the innate
immune system in response to external stress [2]. Most previous
work focuses on determining the structural basis for dimerization
of RAGE, which includes the V-domain that is responsible for
binding AGE, as well as the V-C1-C2 fragment that is responsible
for binding the S100A-family ligands [3,4]. A recent study using a
yeast two-hybrid approach suggests that the RAGE cytoplasmic
domain interacts with diaphanous-1 (Dia1), and this binding
partner is found to constitute the basis for intracellular signaling
[5]. Pin-Chuan Su and Bryan W. Berger use AraC-based
Transcriptional Reporter Assay (AraTM) to identify the key JM
interactions, in which they demonstrated that the intracellular
region of RAGE has a great influence on the dimerization activity
of RAGE [6]. The TM-JM domain is increasingly becoming a vital
factor in determining structure and oligomerization of RAGE.
However, much less is known about specific TM-JM interactions
occurring in the oligomeric states of RAGE. There are a number of

experimental approaches to investigate the assembling intensity
and transformation of the TMD dimerization, including TOXCAT
assays [7,8], co-immunoprecipitation, and FRET methods [9].
Nowadays, molecular dynamic (MD) simulation has been
popularly used to explore the structure and dynamics with
extreme detail, literally on the atomistic level. The simulation
technology is innovated rapidly to adapt a definite biology
system, such as the Martini force field [10,11], which is excelsior
in simulating the long scale assembling process and evaluating
the interaction between the proteins near or embedded in the
phospholipid bilayers [12–14].

In this study, we explored the underlying interaction mecha-
nism of RAGE TM domains by multiscale simulation methods. We
mainly used a coarse-grained model to simulate the dimer
conformation and investigated the role of JM-A375 in determining
the RAGE TMD structure. We show the full length and various
segments of RAGE and reveal the sequence of TM, CYTO and JM-
A375 included in the CYTO. While the JM domain with the JM-A375
was added on the TM domains, a stable TM dimeric conformation
was remained. The effect of the JM domains attributes to the
stabilization of the anionic lipids in the inner leaflet, which shows
the lipid-mediated mechanism on the dimerization and bioactiv-
ities of RAGE.

We first examined the dimerization status of TMs and the
important residues affecting dimerization. The crossing angle of the
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two monomers was monitored and calculated (Fig.1A) to investigate
the structural features of the wild-type TMs of the RAGE receptor
during the assembling process. RAGE dimers were found to exhibit
the inter-converted dimeric configurations, with the peaks of the
crossing angle distribution of the RAGE located at about �22� and
12�. The results implied that the dimer transformed from the right-
handed mode to the parallel mode alternatively.

When observing the crossing angle and distance as a function of
time (Fig. 1B), we found that the crossing angle and distance have
the same trend: When the angle was negative, the distance was
between 0.6–0.7 nm, on the contrary, as the angle was positive, the
distance was between 0.8–0.9 nm. Furthermore, the residue
contacting distributions of the two alternative conformations
were explored. The interacting residues involved in the right-
handed conformation were detected to locate on the L345, G349,
G352 and L356 positions (L345xxxG349xxG352xxxL356 motif) (Fig. 1A
and C), while for the parallel conformation, the contacting residues
appeared to balanced distribute and scatter along the entire
transmembrane domain. Specifically, the residues of A342, G346,
G349, T353, L356 and V360, notably occupied on the interface of the
dimer and were well in line with the proposed heptad repeat motif
A342xxxG346xxG349xxxT353xxL356xxxV360 (Fig. 1A and C).

After obtaining the residue interface, in order to obtain a
better understanding of whether the complicated regions or
residues play a substantial role in the two dimeric modes,
mutations were conducted by substituting the residues by the Ile
residues. Compared to wild type in which the crossing angle
exhibited a bimodal distribution in which the peaks were located
at about �22� and 12�, the crossing angle of G346IT353IV360I
shows only a main peak sited at about �22� (Fig. S1A-left in

Supporting information). In addition, the residue contact
distribution of the mutant is a bit similar (left of Fig. 1A) which
is corresponded with the right-handed configuration. Mean-
while, the mutation of L345IG352IG359I resulted in the disappear
of the right-handed conformation (Fig. S1B in Supporting
information). Therefore, the results proved our conjecture and
indicated that the involved residues revealed by the simulations
actually play an important role in the two modes, respectively.

Based on previous experiments, to evaluate the effect of JM-
A375 on RAGE dimerization, we extended the TM region to the
region of the JM-A375 (364QRRQRRGEERKA375) (Fig. S2A in
Supporting information). It is noteworthy that the structure of
CT-RAGE has been reported in the literature [15], in which the
structure of W363 to P376 (including JM-A375) is a-turn.

The interaction between the two peptides of TM_JM-A375
predominantly generated a solely left-handed dimeric configura-
tion with a crossing angle of 12� (Fig. 2A). The residue contact
distribution clearly showed the same membrane-spanning inter-
action residues in the TM left-handed configuration, and it is
marked that some residues in the proximal membrane interact
strongly (Fig. S2B in Supporting information). From the compari-
son chart of TM and TM-A375 distance along with time (Fig. 2B),
we can intuitively see that TM-A375 is more stable in the
simulation. As predicted, based on the above analysis, the most
remarkable result to emerge was that TM-A375 is more stable in
the simulation. The simulation results are in consistence with the
existing evidence that the JM-A375 peptides improve the stability
of dimeric assembly [15].

The molecular dynamics simulations is feasible for us to
explore the underlying mechanism why JM-A375 could stabilize

Fig. 1. Two dimeric conformations of the RAGE-TM domains. (A) The dimers show two main crossing angles, corresponding to their respective contact interfaces. The
residue contact matrixes of the predominant negative-angle dimers and the positive-angle dimers. (B) The evolvements of the crossing angle and the distance between
the monomers as a function of simulation time. (C) A helical wheel representation of TM sequence: left-handed form, which was packed by the six main residues
of A342xxxG346xxG349xxxT353xxL356xxxV360 (filled by green); right-handed form, which was packed by the four main residues of L345xxxG349xxG352xxxL356 (filled by
purple).
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